MESSAGE FROM JEY AND MESSENGER July 8, 2001
JEY is here and JEY does indeed come in the will of the Creator. It is known that as you
have gathered here today, it has been for a purpose. And as you have been able now to
understand, that purpose has been fulfilled. You each have come to an understanding of that
which is Spirit Within you. It is important that you hold this close to your heart, for that is the
important aspect of your life upon the Earth….that of understanding the relationship of the Spirit
Within you to that which is body and to that which is the Creator of All Things.
Once that understanding is clear in your thoughts you will then be able to look for that
which will be only those things that will increase your own ability to fulfill your purpose upon the
Earth. That which is your purpose NOW is important in the sight of the one who is the Creator.
You have now given yourself to that which is the understanding of the knowledge of the Creator
of All Things, and your relationship to that Creator. It is important that you hold this, too, close to
that which is your heart and let it not be taken from you because this will be the strength of you in
the days to come upon the Earth.
At this time JEY is much aware of the discussion that has taken place during this time of
meeting. JEY would ask you simply to take those thoughts with you as you leave this place, with
the knowledge that as you take those thoughts and carry them in your mind and your need to
know, you will be able to fathom that which will be the very depth of your further relationship to
the Creator. You now have touched upon that relationship, but know that as you give deeper
thought to the things which you have discussed here at this time, there will be no question in your
physical mind but that you have reached a zenith of your own understanding of your life here as
Spirit-in-Body. We here are in Spirit give thanks for you and we do give thanks for that which
has been simply a crossing of a divide between that which is your physical life and that which is
your spiritual life. You have become one with an understanding that is necessary for your life
upon the Earth. May you continue on this path that you have chosen and have been directed
because of the will of the Creator. May it grow ever in strength and in knowledge and in
understanding as you proceed from this which is your place of meeting and go again out into the
world in which you must live.
JEY is well aware of your concern with regard to the Earth, and JEY is well aware of the
knowledge that has been given to you by the one who came to you as one known as Michael and
also the one known as Secha who has come in years past. JEY would ask you to be aware of the
importance of that one who came to you as Secha. Indeed that one who is a Spirit-in-Body has
brought to you much understanding with regard to your relationship to the Universes that exist.
You as a Spirit are part of the Universe. You are part of the Universes that exist. All are
creations of the one who you known as your Creator. You have come far to be that which is
evidence of this Truth, and you have been able to take this Truth into your physical understanding
and now have the ability to expand beyond this tiny area in which you live. Know that the Earth
on which you live is one of much beauty, but understand this, too, that there is much that is taking
place upon the Earth that can destroy the beauty of this Earth. You have the opportunity now to
voice your opinions with regard to many things that are taking place; but know that your
influence begins in your own area….in that which you often refer to as ‘your own lawn’. In other
words, you begin where you are and you then extend your influence to other areas by letting your
knowledge be known to others. JEY would ask at this time that you be willing to allow another to
come and communicate with you. It is important that it be so at this time; but JEY only would ask
that you would allow, and may you know that you continue in the will of the Creator and that we
do come as Guardian of Spirit and as Gatekeeper for OMEGA to protect your own Spirit Within
you. That is the importance of your being upon the Earth. Be at Peace now.
THIS ONE COMES NOW IN THE WILL OF THE CREATOR OF ALL THINGS AND
DOES COME NOW TO GIVE YOU ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO

YOUR OWN PROGRESS AS SPIRIT-IN-BODY UPON THE EARTH. Know that this one
comes as a MESSENGER OF THE CREATOR and has great interest in what has occurred
during this time of meeting, for the knowledge that you have received is far beyond what your
physical mind can recall at this time. You have indeed made a gigantic leap into a fuller
understanding of your Spirit at this time of meeting. Simply accept that this has occurred. It will
come into fruition in your lives in days to come.
Allow this one to say this to you. As this one comes to be in your midst at this time, there
is a knowledge that you have had within lifetimes past an association with other Universes. Know
that this is true within that which is the being of each of you. Your Spirit at this time can attest to
that which has been past lives and that which is to be future lives for you. But what is for you to
understand at this time is that this is not anything that is magic. It is Truth. And so as this one
comes to simply communicate with you, it is to help you understand that there is no boundary for
that which is the Spirit-Within-You. It has the freedom to roam the various Universes that exist. It
has the freedom to choose where indeed it will exist in future lifetimes, even as it has in past
lifetimes. The Spirit Within you is OF the Creator and does indeed have the strength and power of
the Creator because it is OF the CREATOR! And so that which is within you is beyond that
which your physical mind can encompass at this time. You cannot understand fully the beauty of
the Spirit that is Within you, and yet we can tell you since we are Spirit that there is no boundary
that the Spirit cannot cross. It is important for you to know that at this time; and even as you are
here as Spirit-in-Body, know that your Spirit has the freedom often of crossing that boundary and
then returning to your body. This is not unknown to those of us who are in Spirit! We can give
you that affirmation that indeed this is so.
As you are aware, there are many times when your body is in deep sleep that the Spirit
Within you has the opportunity to simply leave that body and then return after doing that which is
necessary to be done during that time of sleep. Know that the Spirit Within you then returns to
your body and becomes once again that which is Spirit Within your body. And so as the Spirit has
the ability to leave that body and then again go about doing that which may be necessary for it to
do within the Universe, your Spirit has traveled far and wide during your time of sleep. You may
be surprised at this, but know that this is a beautiful miracle that can occur while your body is in a
time of deep rest.
That which is your body has no hold on the Spirit. Your body is simply a shell of that
which is the Spirit upon the Earth. Know that as your body functions as a shell or as a vehicle for
the Spirit while it is in body, it is your physical mind that makes decisions about what that body
will do upon the Earth while the Spirit is Within the Body. Thus, you provide the experiences that
your Spirit does undergo while it is Spirit-in-Body. As you may be aware now, having known
about many who have passed to Spirit and again come to simply give information about what it
was like to leave the body and return to Spirit….as you have known these things, know that they
have told you many Truths about the body…that the body must again return to the Earth from
which it came, but the Spirit is forever. It leaves no doubt about that. It does indeed live forever,
because it is OF the Creator. And the Creator is all consuming…all there is. That which is your
Spirit can indeed feel the wonder and the beauty of the Creator, and even as you are here as
Spirit-in-Body, that Spirit has the ability to help you more fully understand the greatness and the
beauty of the Creator of All That Is. And as that Spirit then has experienced much in lifetimes
past, so it is experiencing the life that YOU provide for it here upon the Earth. And even now as
you seek for a great understanding of Spirit, you are delving into that which can be revealed to
you by the Spirit Within you. Allow it to be so as you a re in your times of meditation, that you
would open your heart and your mind to receive those messages from the Spirit Within you that
can be given to you. This indeed IS that which is the Higher Part of you. It can give you
information that you can little dream about otherwise. And so as you receive those thoughts,
accept them, hold them close to your heart, and give thanks to the Creator that you have been able
to receive from the Spirit Within you.

This one who has come as the Messenger of the Creator gives thanks that this one can
be here in your midst and can bring to you the additional Truths that have been brought. Know
that indeed you are living that life upon the Earth now which you had intended to live. You have
sought for and you have found a greater understanding of your relationship to the Creator of All
Things. You now can have that memory of the Greatness of the Creator. You now can reach out
to others upon the Earth Plane and share your joy and your Love with others, just as the Creator
can share Joy and Love with You. Allow that to take part in your lifetime, because there are many
who are seeking after knowledge and joy and a fuller understanding of their purpose here on
Earth. Reach out to them, be a part of their life, and know that the joy you will feel in return
becomes a part of your very being.
This one now will simply come to bring you that which is a blessing. May the Creator of
All That Is enfold you in that Unconditional Love that we all know and enlighten you with the
knowledge that you are indeed special in the sight of that which is your Creator. Indeed that
which is the Spirit and is OF the Creator is special, and you as a vehicle for that Spirit are special
upon the Earth as well. Do not doubt your worth. As an individual you have much worth; but as
Spirit, your work is boundless. You have the knowledge now that you are OF the Creator and that
the Creator does hold you in Eternal and Unconditional Love. May you now go in Peace and in
the knowledge that you a re in the Love of the Creator. Go now in Love.
JEY returns and would only say this to you….that you have been deeply blessed in this
time of meeting. Go now from this place and take with it that which is the blessing that has been
given to you. And may you ever recall this time when you received this blessing. And JEY would
say this as well for others who are OMEGA upon the Earth…that this blessing will also be given
to you as you are led to simply take part in the written word that can be given to you. Go now in
Peace. Know that JEY will remain in your life and in your love. Go in Love. AMEN.

